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Dream Big (Olivia)

In this book of inspiring quotes, the iconic Olivia motivates readers to reach for their
dreams.According to Publishers Weekly, "There&#39;s a little bit of Olivia in everyone," and
it&#39;s true. Olivia books are available in 23 foreign editions and 19 languages around the world.
The timeless charm and popularity of Ian Falconer&#39;s diva pig ensure her status as a
children&#39;s classic.Dream Big, Starring Olivia, is great for graduation, encouragement, or for
anyone starting a new chapter in life. Whether she&#39;s taming a lion or building a sandcastle as
tall as a skyscraper, Olivia&#39;s boundless imagination and courageous spirit are an inspiration to
all. Dream Big pairs more than 30 of Ian Falconer&#39;s illustrations with motivational musings from
really big dreamers like Eleanor Roosevelt, Oscar Wilde, and Walt Disney.The Olivia children&#39;s
books are huge hits with preschoolers-and their parents. The first book, Olivia (2000) was the event
of the season in children&#39;s publishing. Two more books followed, Olivia Saves the Circus
(2001) and Olivia . . . and the Missing Toy (2003), both repeating that success.Olivia book series
facts and figures:* Olivia: Caldecott Honor; Book Sense Children&#39;s Book of the Year; 107
weeks on the New York Times Children&#39;s best-seller list* Olivia Saves the Circus: New York
Times Best Illustrated Book of 2001; Book Sense Children&#39;s Book of the Year;New York Times
best-seller for 55 weeks*Olivia . . . and the Missing Toy: Book Sense Children&#39;s Book of the
Year finalist; Parent&#39;s Choice Gold Award Winner; New York Times best-seller for 21 weeks.
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Don't let the prior reviewer screw with your head. The book is exactly what it says it is: famous
quotes paired with pictures you've already seen of Olivia. Is it groundbreaking? No. Is it a cute trifle
to give to somebody as an inspirational bit? Sure. That's all it's supposed to be for.

My daughter recieved this book as a high school graduation gift. She loved it, I loved, we all loved
it....so much that we have given copies of the book for graduation gifts. Not a story...simply an
inspirational book with quotes from famous people that build character and challenge readers to
follow their dreams.

This was such a wonderfully inspiring little book that I bought for all of my son's teachers. I am a
teacher myself, and bought one for my co-workers, as well. Some are using the book in classrooms
for writing prompts and other activities!

When my children were young, I looked in vain for children's books that contained inspirational
aphorisms. I wanted to find such books because brief quotes by important historical figures had
always played a big role in my life.I was thrilled to find that Ian Falconer had taken some of his prior
drawings of Olivia and selected appropriate inspirational quotes around the theme of "Dream Big."
Naturally, there's irony here . . . beginning with the fact that the book is in a very small format, like
that of gift books.Although the book's page size is small, there are thirty quotes and matching
images. I thought that the illustrations and quotes were well matched . . . often providing adult
humor as well as kiddy laughs. In fact, you'll probably find yourself having an opportunity to explain
a few of these quote and illustration combinations (a great chance for bonding with a child) such as
"You don't get harmony when everybody sings the same note" with a Olivia singing by herself and
"Dreams say what they mean, but they don't say it in daytime language" with Olivia dreaming of
singing on stage in a red gown. Some of the illustrations also make for good fun, being puns on the
quote.Please realize that there is no story to connect the quotes . . . this book is inspirational rather
than story-telling.Dream Big with Olivia!

So I got fooled (perhaps a harsh word) into buying this book as part of one of 's bundles...with
Missing Toy & Olivia Saves the Circus. I failed to read the detail on what the book is. It is a book of
inspirational quotes. While not doubt the quotes are great (I've now added one to my facebook
profile) this isn't a book for my 2 year old Olivia obsessed daughter. I may put it away and give it to

her when she turns 18 or graduates from high school like another reviewer states. Also, something
to note, none of the pictures of Olivia are new...if you've read all the other books you've seen
these.In short...great book...but not a children's book.

It's a very small book with lots of great quotes about being a strong, independent, confident person.
It's just a little awkward because Olivia is a character targeted toward young kids, but the book isn't
really a good read aloud book. It seems like the substance of it could be better appreciated by a
child who is at the age that it would no longer like Olivia the character. Good messages though.

It's surprising, simple and delightful. The cartoons, the comments and the pages of brilliance each
one even better than the next. I was able to share this with several people who have also loved it. I
read it before my first marathon and it was motivating and inspiring. A great gift for anyone you care
about.

I recognized a lot of the authors and famous people. The sentences that they said were very
inspiring. I love my book!
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